No dove for his patented single during which the MIT team’s understanding, compounded by their typical tension, trying to be turned on about as easily as possible. Nor the official Nero). The white sand beaches of the Atlantic are 12 minutes away ...

The look of levity and what his thoughts were as he stood there to collect. Murphy, and Bruce Davies were almost as long as he soared to a height of 15'1”, a new varsity indoor and Cage record. Wilson’s jumper by two inches.

The MIT wrestler has a well-bred, used his bulk to tie up his foe’s arms and down his foe’s eyes, monoed fast and hard, driven by the spur of a victory soon to be his. Dave Krentz, the toast of the team and clearly driven by two very impressive wrestlers. Unfortunately, Williams saw fit to forfeit four matches. Fortunately, Ed Hanley, Bill Gahl, Mike Murphy, and Bruce Davies were there to collect.

The MIT’s mahoromatic matmen in their bid Saturday for a thing read as they ruined them, 38-6. A schedule mis-understanding, compounded by some diver’s navigational error, caused a two hour delay during which the MIT team’s typical tension, trying to get it later. But prestarnchility is as desirable as it is vital; it is turned on about as easily as possible. Nor the official Nero. Someone would have put a new chicken to sleep. The MIT wrestler has a well-bred, used his bulk to tie up his foe’s arms and down his foe’s eyes, monoed fast and hard, driven by the spur of a victory soon to be his. Dave Krentz, the toast of the team and clearly driven by two very impressive wrestlers. Unfortunately, Williams saw fit to forfeit four matches. Fortunately, Ed Hanley, Bill Gahl, Mike Murphy, and Bruce Davies were there to collect.

brought to bear the anxious stare that marks the start of fighting. His trade, too, was worth a pin. Then Rick Harris, visions of Caber’s Jumbo.

By Randy Young
On Saturday, February 13, MIT’s indoor track team pounded the University of New Hampshire squad, 69-35, in a meet that saw UNH take only one first place and Dave Wilson "73 set a new varsity and Cage pole vault record.

Tech’s field team continued their season-long dominance by outscoring the Wildcats 29-14 in the throwing, jumping, and vaulting. Standout Brian Moore "73 was the meet’s only double winner, as he took both the shot put and the 35 pound weight events. Rich Solbrig ‘72 placed second in the weight throw, and Alexander Tychykon took a third in the shot.

Sophomore Scott Peck was a full nine inches better than any of the opposition’s jumpers, as he won the long jump with a leap of 21'6". Walt Gibbons ’73 and Bob Tronnier ’73 took first and third in the high jump respectively, as Gibbons bested the nearest UNH jumper by two inches.

Sophomore Dave Wilson, the best vaulter in Tech history, continued to improve on previous shows, as he soared to a height of 15’1”, a new varsity indoor and Cage record. Wilson’s effort was more than a foot above that of the second place UNH man. Junior Ed Rich placed third in the event, holding the Wildcats down to three points in the vaulting.

New Hampshire scored its only win in the fifty yard dash, as Elliot Border ‘73 prevented the opposition from making it a complete sweep.

Sophomore John Kaufman led the way in the mile run, with teammate Bob Myers ‘72 finishing third. Kaufman and Myers came back to take 2-3 in the 1000 yard run, while co-captain Pat Sullivan ‘71 took the first place laurels.

In the 600 yard contest, George Kimball ‘72 stood off the challenges of two UNH runners to finish first for the Engineers. Tromnier won the 45 yard hurdles, scoring Tech’s only point in that event.

Junior Craig Lewis rounded out MIT’s collection of individual first places, as he won the two mile run in a time of 9:16.8, seven seconds ahead of the second place runner.

Tech’s mile relay team, consisting of Keith Killough ‘74, Borden, Stanley Reed ‘74, and Jim Thompson ‘74, closed out the meet with a win, making the final score 69-35, MIT.

---

Under the incentives of national survival, the aerospace industry, utilizing advanced technologies, has developed into a permanent, flexible and highly diversified industry. The need to apply the aerospace systems approach to pollution control, mineral exploration, environmental planning, agriculture, forest management, desalting of sea water, modern transportation, air transport and control and transport and control has greatly added to this diversification. Since the aerospace industry is not directly geared to the consumer, its benefits are social and national survival on one hand ... a better life on the other.

The new Ecosystems endeavor at Grumman is ideally suited to the task of giving man greater control over his environment because of the Life-support Systems experience gained from the Lunar Module and underrsea submarines.

Positioned in the forefront of this remarkable industry and fed by the ideas emanating from its own advanced planning, scientific disciplines and industrial skills, Grumman pushes the aerospace set forward in deep submergence vessels, hydrofoil seacraft, advanced aircraft including business transport, lunar landing vehicles and space stations.

It’s only natural, in a company that has quintupled in size in the last decade, that professional and management responsibilities would proceed apace. Can you provide cogent solutions? Grumman is situated in Long Island, 30 miles from N.Y.C. The white sand beaches of the Atlantic are 12 minutes away ... the gaze of the 'mainlanders' of Long Island Sound, an eleven-mile drive ... fire beautiful public golf courses right in Bethpage—2 minutes from Grumman.

Grumman representatives will be on campus February 24, 1971
To obtain Grumman literature and arrange an interview, contact your placement office.

If an interview is not convenient at this time, send a comprehensive resume to Mr. William E. Dwyer, Manager, College Relations/Recruitment, Dept. GR 251. Grumman Aerospace Corporation BETHPAGE, NEW YORK 11714

As equal opportunity employer (M/F)